
Policy Forum 

Minutes 

27 January 2016 

 

Present 

Andrew Larssen, Simon Munk, Nick Fulford, Kristy Revell, Anthony Gilmour, George Colouris, 

Isabelle Clement, Steven Edwards, Gareth Redmond-King, David Arditti, Anita Frizzarin, Philip 

Loy, Rachel Aldred, Tom Harrison 

 

Apologies 

John Wood, Harry Fletcher-Wood 

 

Minutes of last meeting 

Approved 

 

Action points 

* Rachel to investigate TfL/PTAL seminar? Cycling/rail travel outer London – Dutch model, PTAL 

could be extended to include cycling, current routes don’t go near stations. Multi-modal future etc. 

* Rachel to ensure one-way blog is published and link to from Policy Forum 

* Rachel to create Doodle poll for meeting w Gareth, Simon, George, Isabelle, Nick interested 

* Isabelle and Andrew to work on new project - cycling effect on disabled pedestrians – Simon to 

provide support 

* Tom to pass on basics on principles for defining motoring grid – collate evidence and 

communicate to Policy Forum 

* Rachel to look for academic papers and provide support to Tom on defining motoring grid 

* Event with other groups on Liveable Communities? Buy in from Living Streets, disabled, BIDs – 

think about 

* Rachel to consider event with other groups on Liveable Communities? Buy in from Living 

Streets, disabled, BIDs etc 

* Philip to produce draft on modelling issues before next Policy Forum meeting 

* Anthony to look at proposed Pedicabs legislation 

* Philip to look at motor traffic capacity case for far east (of) London river crossings 

* Rachel to re-book Gilligan seminar for late Feb/early March, then organise Liveable 

Communities, Cycle/Rail 

 

Matters arising/action 

Policy forum election – questions – done 

Policy process – first level policy only, i.e. no need to go further 

Modelling – Anita sent to Philip Loy, item later 

Seminar on motor vehicle – pick up under seminars 

Future seminars – George to post Q, answer moderately encouraging, but no guarantees 

Seminar – Tom B done 

* Seminar – cycling/rail travel outer London – Dutch model, PTAL could be extended to include 

cycling, current routes don’t go near stations – Rachel to investigate TfL/PTAL seminar? Multi-

modal  

Dates set for April and June 

 

AGM resolutions 

Should Policy Forum clarify and edit 2015 resolutions? 

“UK law” in Strict Liability “English law”/”English and Welsh law”? 

* One way blog – explain – w Ashok, Rachel to add link from Policy Forum 

Creating a cyclised city – move on to discuss below 



 

Working group/Policy project – Media 

Went to C&AMs previously, was well received 

Would people like to be involved? 

Nick – ex-journalist, PR, negative stories re: cycling on rise, positions entrenching, tracking and 

messaging, influencers, influence negative journalists 

Bikelash – from success of cycle tracks etc. 

Boost positive stories in area 

Isabelle happy to be involved – disabled cyclists in cycling lobby 

Matthew Paris: have a bike for a month and ride with Chris Hoy 

Infographics 

Charm rather than evidence 

* Gareth, Simon, George (periphery), Isabelle – Rachel to Doodle poll meeting 

 

Updates on current policy projects 

Filtering/motoring grid – cyclised city - Post election 

 

Filtered perm 

People shop on foot 

Piecemeal doesn't work – area plan – which roads are designated higher traffic roads 

Hackney experience – quarter cell – what is our take on that – like CPZs will gradually expand 

Vision for entire area important 

Earlier consultation – sell view of lower traffic roads - Community and calmer streets and earlier 

works 

Using TLRN as cell boundary – some makes sense but some village centres are TLRN streets 

Categories of road – examples of good practice – main road, modal filter road etc. 

Support and guidance from Policy Forum? Manual of general ideas – good practice, examples, 

political 

Process to move from LCC vision to broader audience 

Councils creating map of motor grid and cells already? 

Motoring grid – uncomfortable defining what is “main road” - primarily residential ones? Shopping 

ones? Concern over what is done for those living on main roads 

Tactics defined, how we roll it out? 

Before draw line on map have to look at issues on ground – more effective cells and what's inside 

them 

Current map not enough work on yet... 

PR concerns over map going into public domain – allows people to be afraid of what happens to 

their street 

Structure for campaigning – Quietways exist in isolation, need network view – directing way in 

which we think 

Filtering more important than anything else? 

V unpopular? No, acceptance of pollution, clean air, can be done 

Key principles – what is impact on pollution on main roads, where grid/cells is, becomes toolkit? 

Liveable street for them and their community 

Who else do we link to? Schools! Living Streets? Disability lobby! 

Other policy issues? Shared space? Cycling effect on disabled pedestrians 

 

Extra notes by Rachel 

- Gilligan – visiting Enfield – not single cycle/ped scheme that has cut retail sales 

- Has to cover decent area- most important point – not enough to have 2000PCU on a single 

street, about how you plan the area 



- experience from WF FP area-based schemes can’t leave hole in it; need to find cell 

boundaries – make scheme watertight 

- Most LAs don’t have mini-Holland money; still got to encourage them and provide vision – 

can’t be £30m vision, incremental – focus on essentials 

- Vision very important 

- Upstream consultation – ppl buy into idea that you need less traffic; walking & cycling area 

is nicer; as money comes in do the next street 

- De Beauvoir as example of what streets would look like –  

- Examples of good practice, different dimensions, different types of roads – diff ped levels. 

Having good examples 

- Building alliances, WF first to second villages, did Planning for Real, people could move 

around modal filters, went from 44-41 to 65-28 consultation result. Early consultation. 

Calmer streets, community based project. 

- Supporting local borough groups; provide some guidance – manual of general idea and 

explaining good practice. How politically it has worked. 

- Would like to get all local groups to draw an idea of the motoring grid. 

- Could advise on how borough groups and LCC HQ could involve potential partners 

- Back to filtered permeability and the edges of cells; will define motoring grid. Experience in 

WF very uncomfortable decisions; e.g. Church Hill – bus route but residential, pushing 

traffic onto a residential road. We have main roads with 10-15,000 PCUs with people living 

above shops. Lots of potential cell edges but have a lot of people living on those roads. 

- All the main roads are getting cycle tracks in WF, 20mph, traffic calming. Fractional change, 

but going from 2,200 to 2,000 is qualitative change 

- Traffic evaporation. 

- What’s policy/principle and what’s a tactic. We know general idea but how do we go about 

dealing with hearts and minds. Some CAMS. 

- Discussion over where to start: with what’s going on in cells, what makes sense for people, 

then what’s needed on main roads. 

- Do you start with blank sheet or with proposal? 

- How will it be viewed by the public? 

- Not just two alternatives – purpose of having a vision not to put it all in at once but have 

some structure for campaigning; this is roughly what we want. In Lambeth part of the 

problem is drivers can’t turn right on to Streatham High Rd – road scheme doesn’t allow for 

what we want to do, not working properly as boundary of cell. 

- Filtering is unpopular – but people recognise we need more cars on the road. 

- How you present it. 

- If PF can come up with key principles – questions to ask about where motor traffic goes, but 

also evidence base – main one – what is impact on main roads that have traffic. 

- Advice about where grid would be. 

- Man on street doesn’t agree with traffic evaporation – but about having liveable street for 

people in little community. Liveable streets. 

- Who do we join up with? 

- Engage with the disability lobby – engage with Guide Dogs etc. Move away from ‘RNIB are 

anti’. Finding the compromise. 

 

* New project - Isabelle and Andrew – cycling effect on disabled pedestrians – Simon to help 

* Principles for defining motoring grid – collate evidence and communicate to PF – Tom pass on 

some basics, Rachel to look for academic papers and provide support 



* Event with other groups on Liveable Communities? Buy in from Living Streets, disabled, BIDs – 

think about 

 

Inclusive cycling 

Wheels For Wellbeing recruiting campaigns/policy person 

Campaign for cycles recognised as mobility aid 

Imagery around cycling and language – #beyondthebicycle 

WfW working w Sustrans and TfL on imagery and cartoons – Isabelle also working with LCC 

Mobility scooters – campaign to get in cycle tracks 

 

Modelling 

Briefing note – dealing with modelling 

Hot topic 

What detail? What do campaigners need? 

For most people – bullet points, few key questions to get at assumptions; for some of us as much 

detail as possible 

* Philip to produce draft before next PF meeting 

23 Feb – Cycling @ Teatime – Yaron Hollander BUT vs Policy Forum w Andrew Gilligan? 

Anthony to help... (with what?) 

 

Motor vehicle enforcement 

Anthony on back burner 

 

Other policy projects 

* Pedicabs – proposed legislation? Anthony to look at legislation 

eBikes/Cargo bikes – freight consolidation? Maximum power limit via legislation is an issue 

Cargo and ebike alliance – Isabelle trying to contact but project on backburner 

* Motor traffic capacity – East London river crossings to far east – Philip to start 

 

AOB 

Seminars not to be monthly – but based on big events, more strategic 

* Rachel to re-book Gilligan for late Feb/early March, then Liveable Communities, Cycle/Rail 

Knowledge sharing - Enfield consultations, peer mentoring, borough to borough etc. – Simon 

working on ideas 

 

Next meeting 

6 April, 6pm 

At Westminster Uni? 

* Simon to get minutes next week to Rachel first 


